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16. 11bstract Intergovernmental aspects of water transfer from eastern to central and
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High Plains Project of the Economic Development Administration; and the requirements
of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1959. The impossibility of planning in-
state water development apart from a regional and inter-governmental context is
stressed.
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PART I

INTRODUCTION

Implementation of a program such as the Oklahoma Comprehensive Water

Plan on interbasin water transfer is affected by a number of non-techno

logical factors (See Figure 1), which may become major constraints to

implementation despite the fact that the technology essential for success

may be attainable. This study will attempt to identify and assess the

intergovernmental issues which may have an impact on future decisions

concerning implementation of the Comprehensive Plan in Oklahoma. The present

analysis, which is primarily concerned with relations among governments,

is a continuation of a study of Commitments, Priorities and organizational

options on Water Resource Planning in Oklahoma, which examined aspects of

water transfer other than inter-governmental considerations.'

A major plan to transfer water from eastern to western Oklahoma will

invariably be affected by the legal commitments of the state to compacts

made with its neighbors. In addition, surrounding states have their own

plans to future development of water resources, and there are regional

considerations that make planning difficult. The region which is most

relevant to our study includes the states of Arkansas, Kansas, New Mexico,

Texas and Oklahoma (shown in Figure 2). Oklahoma has inter-state compac~s

with all of the other states and shares many of the physical, social, and

institutional characteristics of its neighbors. Interaction between these

states regarding water resources has been steadily increasing. This is mos-::::'

prominently reflected in the development of regional organizations such as

the Ozarks Regional Commission, the Red River Valley Association, the
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Arkansas Basin Development Association, and the Arkansas River Coordinating

Committee. Most recently, the formation of the High Plains Study Council,

organized to monitor and study the decline of the Ogallala ground-water

formation, consists of six states which are very concerned about the

regional implications of water supply in the High Plains. This move toward

greater interstate cooperation has been partly stimulated by the increasing

awareness of common problems needing costly and region-wide solutions.

The necessity for cooperation has also been partly affected by federal

involvement and encouragement through public spending.

The objectives of this study are as follows:

1. To identify the new proposals made for the transfer of water
from east to west in Oklahoma since Phase I of the Oklahoma
Comprehensive Water Plan

2. To identify the major intergovernmental issues that have
impact on future decisions to transfer water

3. To assess the possible impacts of these issues as they affect
the proposals for water transfer

TO accomplish these objectives, this study will describe the nature

of the Oklahoma Comprehensive Water Plan and will attempt to identify the

major intergovernmental factors which may have impact on water transfer.

In addition, the interstate dimension of the Plan will be assessed by

examining the major provisions of the interstate compacts as well as the

realtionship with neighboring states and their planning directions.



PART II

THE OKLAHOMA COMPREHENSIVE WATER PLAN

The State of Oklahoma recently completed a plan for a st~tewide

water conveyance system to provide additional water supplies to the

western regions of the state. The surplus water from eastern Oklahoma

(an area of much greater stream and ground-water resources) would be

transported to western Oklahoma (an area of severe water shortages)

2
through two water conveyance systems. The plan was designed to meet

Oklahoma's anticipated w~ter demands through the year 2040. These antici-

pated demands are most significant in western Oklahoma where the Ogallala

ground water basin is being rapidly depleted as a result of overdrafting.

In addition, central Oklahoma has experienced substantial growth in the

industrial sector and will require additional sources of water in the future.

The basic goals of the plan reflect both state and federal guidelines as

well as the economic development of the state.

3
The goals as stated in the plan are as follows:

• to promote economic opportunity and development

• to preserve and enhance the environment

• to protect lives and property from floods

• to expand agricultural production and agribusiness activity

• to develop recreational potentials

• to maintain and improve water quality

• to encourage water conservation

• to place excess and surplus water to beneficial use

• to encourage and provide for public participation in water
resources planning

5
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In order to accomplish the objectives of economic opportunity and

development, the Comprehensive Plan proposed multicounty regions where

local water development projects could be undertaken using local surface

and ground-water resources. The local water development projects would be

designed and planned to meet the water needs of the region through the year

2040. Analysis of the eight planning regions and their projected water

requirements revealed that the three eastern regions would have surplus

water after meeting their projected needs. The findings of the Board are

shown in Table 1. Both central and western regions are predicted to

experience deficits once all the local resources are exploited. The Plan

makes it clear that although other options or alternatives are available

and should be studied, interbasin transfer appears to be the most feasible

long-term solution. The Plan discusses the feasibility of such structural

and non-structural alternatives as weather modification, conservation,

wastewater reuse, desalination, chloride control and artificial recharge.

None of these alternatives was found to be significant with respect to

providing additional water to meet the projected needs.
4

A. The Statewide Water Conveyance System

The plan to transfer water and meet projected needs to the year 2040

consists of two water conveyance systems (see Figure 3). The northern

conveyance system would use surplus waters from Lake Eufala and Robert S.

Kerr Reservoir and convey them to nine terminal reservoirs in the north

5
central and northwestern regions of the state. Surplus water would move

through the system to meet the needs of the region. The southern water

conveyance system would probably use surplus waters from Clayton, Hugo,

Tuskahoma and Boswell reservoirs for transport to central and southwestern

Oklahoma. The Plan estimates that central Oklahoma would receive ~pproxi-
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TABLE 1

PROJECTED REQUIREMENTS AND POTENTIAL DEVELOPMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES FOR THE EIGHT PLANNING REGIONS

8

Projected Yr.!2040 Potential Surplus
Requirements Development -Deficit

Region (1000 AF!yr) (1000 AF!yr) (1000 AF!yr)

Southeast 548.7 4,120.0 3,571.3

Northeast 971.0 3,062.8 2,091. 8

East Central 365.1 1,957.6 1,592.5

South Central 228.8 193.3 -35.5

North Central 659.9 561. 7 -98.2

Central 819.7 332.7 -487.0

Southwest 1,392.8 593.9 -798.9

Northwest 1,953.5 1,006.4 -947.1

Total 6,939.5 11,828.4 4,888.9

Source: Oklahoma Comprehensive Water Plan, Chapter VI.
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mately 487,000 acre/feet per year to be utilized mainly for municipal and

industrial purposes. An additional 823,000 acre/feet/year would be conveyed

to southwestern Oklahoma and seven terminal reservoirs. 6 This water would

be principally for irrigation purposes. According to the Plan, the con-

veyance system was based on the following set of assumptions:

1. That esisting multipurpose reservoirs be tied into the
overall system in order to maximize the use of existing
development,

2. That all ground and stream water resources of good
quality in western Oklahoma be developed to the maxi
mum extent practical,

3. That all proposed local projects be encouraged for
development so that the import requirements of each
region be minimized.

B. The Northern Conveyance System

The conveyance system would employ pumping plants, pipelines, existing

and authorized dams, storage and terminal reservoirs, and other major

independent reservoirs to move water. The northern conveyance system

would require the following: 8

1. Modification of three existing reservoirs

2. Construction of eight proposed reservoirs

3. Approximately 710.5 miles of canals and inverted sighons

4. Approximately 139.5 miles of pipeline

5. Forty-two pumping plants including 6 with reservoir intakes

6. Municipal and industrial delivery systems

7. Irrigation distribution systems

This system would provide approximately 1,045,300 ac/ft/yr (with

conveyance losses of approximately 177,700 ac/ft/yr) of water for municipal,

industrial and agricultural demands in the north central and northwestern

regions of the state. The system would require surplus flows from the



According to the Plan, three existing reservoirs would be used.

10

Canadian River at Eufala Lake and the Arkansas River at Robert S. Kerr

Lake. 9

These are: Canton in Dewey and Blaine counties, Fort Supply in Woodward

County, and Lake Optima in Texas County. These three reservoirs would

serve as terminal storage for the conveyance system. Most of the

1,034,400 ac/ft/yr, or 95% of water, would be used for irrigation of approx

imately 500,000 acres of land. lO

The costs of construction of the northern conveyance system are shown

in Table 2. The costs for construction are estimated at $5,296,000 million.

The estimated value of water for municipal and industrial use are expected

to be approximately $1.60 per thousand gallons while the value of irrigation

water is estimated at $335.00 per acre foot. These estimates include

"the allocated cost for transportation and storage of irrigation water as

well as irrigation distribution facilities from terminal reservoirs to the

. . 11
~rrJ.gated areas." The Plan anticipates that completion of the northern

conveyance system would require building in three stages with a completion

time of 30 years. A capability to import sufficient water is anticipated

after the thirteenth year.

C. The Southern Conveyance System

The southern conveyance system would run approximately 200 miles to

central Oklahoma at Wayne and from there 327 miles to the southwestern Part

of the state. The first 200 miles would require "canals, pipelines,

conduits and pumping plants to transport surplus water from the Kiamichi

River near Moyers, Oklahoma and Hugo and Boswell Lakes to central Oklahoma

12
and to a point near Wayne." The water would be transported and stored at

existing Lake Stanley Draper, West Elm Lake and West Elm Creek. From Wayne,

water would be conveyed to the southwest where terminal storage would be
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TABLE 2

SUMMARY OF COSTS STATEWIDE
WATER CONVEYANCE SYSTEM

($1,000)

Water Conveyance System Construction Cost
Total Average Annual

Equivalent Cost3

Northern systeml

. 2
Reservo1rs

Conveyance Facilities

Irrigation Distribution

M & I Distribution

Mitigation/Compensation

Subtotal

Southern System
. 2ReservOl.rs

Conveyance Facilities

Irrigation Distribution

M & I Distribution

Mitigation/Compensation

Subtotal

TOTAL

$ 600,000 $ 10,200

3,440,000 95,600

1,100,000 220,100

71,000 33,300

85,000 5,600

$5,296,000 $364,000

$ 225,000 $ 3,400

1,425,000 75,000

765,000 95,000

75,000 15,200

18,000 1,300

$2,508,000 $189,900

$7,804,000 $554,700

lCost estimates shown for northern system assume Arkansas River
Basin Chloride Control Projects operational. Costs without the
chloride control projects would be $5.6 billion for construction
and $375 million for average annual equivalent costs.

2Reflects cost of proposed reservoirs, modifications to exist-
ing lakes and water supply storage in existing, under construc
tion and authorized federal reservoirs.

3Includes interest and amortization at 6 5/8 percent interest
and 100-year period of analysis. Also includes average annual
OMR&E expenses and mitigation/compensation costs.

Source: Oklahoma Comprehensive Water Plan, Chapter VI.
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provided by three proposed and four existing reservoirs. The entire system

would provide approximately 1.3 million ac/ft/yr of water to central and

southwestern Oklahoma of which 56% of the water would be used for irrigation

purposes (See Table 3).

The costs for construction of the southern conveyance system are

estimated to exceed $25 million. For municipal and industrial use, the

estimated value of water was $.30 cents per thousand gallons. For irri

gation, the estimated value was $200.00 per acre-foot of water. Table 2

shows the various construction cost estimates.

The southern conveyance system would be constructed in four stages

lasting approximately 30 years to date of completion with sufficient

capability for enough import water after the thirteenth year.



TABLE 3

AMOUNTS OF WATER IMPORTED FOR NORTHERN AND
SOUTHERN CONVEYANCE SYSTEMS

(1,000 AF/yr)

Allocations

13

Northern Conveyance System

North Central
Northwest

Total

Southern Conveyance System
Central
South Central
Southwest

Total

Municipal/
Industrial

34.3
lh.Q
55.3

487.0
18.5

~
579.3

Irrigation

63.9
2l§.:.l
990.0

o
17.0

:ill.:].
742.1

Total

98.2
947.1

1,045.3

487.0
35.5

798.9
1,321. 4

Source: Oklahoma Comprehensive Water Plan, Chapter VI.



PART III

INTRASTATE DIMENSIONS OF WATER TRANSFER

Among the several recommendations promoted by the Oklahoma Water

Resources Board in the Comprehensive water Plan, one is particularly aimed

at the intergovernmental nature of the issue. The recommendation is as

follows:

That all state agencies and political subdivisions of the state
involved in water-related activities take due cognizance of the
Oklahoma Comprehensive Water Plan in carrying out their duties
and responsibilities.13

Although the Oklahoma Water Resources Board is the primary agency

assigned the task of planning for the development of the state's water

resources, it is not the only agency which has jurisdiction over matters

affecting and affected by the Comprehensive Water Plan. State and substate

agencies that may have influence over planning and development of the state's

water resources are listed below. 14

State Agencies

1. The Oklahoma Water Resources Board

The major responsibility of the Oklahoma Water Resources
Board is the administration of the state's water laws
through the (1) issuance of ground and stream water per
mits, (2) control of waste discharge, (3) promulgation
and enforcement of water quality standards, (4) determin
ation of irrigation districts throughout the state, (5)
approval of design and engineering of all non-federal
water works projects, (6) compilation of data concerning
the state's water resources, (7) inspection and invest
igation of water works projects, (8) coordination of
Federal Flood Insurance Program, (9) negotiation and
administration of interstate stream compacts, and (10)
development of statewide plans for the utilization,
conservation and regulation of the State's water
resources. The Board is responsible for preparation of
the Oklahoma Comprehensive Water Plan.

14
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2. Oklahoma Conservation Commission

The Commission is responsible for providing assis
tance in the conservation and development of the
state's renewable natural resources. It generally
provides technical assistance in such areas as
soil erosion, flooding, development of water sup
ply and preservation of wildlife. It does not
have planning or regulatory powers.

3. The Department of wildlife Conservation

The Department's major responsibility is the pro
tection and management of the state's bird, fish,
game and wildlife resources. The Department has
responsibility for the construction and mainte
nance of 17 Department lakes in the state. It
has regulatory and development authority.

4. The Department of Health

The Department is responsible for the preven
tion, control and abatement of water pollution
associated with the discharge of municipal and
other domestic wastes problems.

5. Conservation Districts

The Districts may exercise both planning and
regulatory powers in the conservation of the
State's renewable resources. They are the
only local units of government charged with
the responsibility to conserve renewable
natural resources.

Other state agencies and substate districts with jurisdictions over

certain areas of water resources are listed in Table 4. The areas of

duplication or overlap in the planning, coordination, and development

areas could have potential significance to implementation of the transfer

plan. Agencies are as much affected by regional issues and constraints

as they are by the imperatives of their survival and administrative

structures.

A plan of the technical and economic magnitude of the Oklahoma

Comprehensive Plan will necessitate not only a concerted effort toward

cooperation but sOme reorganization and restructuring of jurisdictions

and authorities to make implementation necessary. This analysis does not
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TABLE 4

WATER RELATED AGENCIES

Data
Regu- Collection Assis- Coordi- Devel-

State Agencies Planning lation & Research tance nation cpment

Oklahoma Water
Resources Board X X X X X X

Dept. of Health X X X

Dept. of wildlife
Conservation X X X

Oklahoma Conser-
vation Comrn. X X X

Dept. of Civil
Defense X X X

Dept. of Trans-
portation X X X X X

Dept. of Tourism
and Recreation X X X

Dept. of Agricul-
ture X X

Corporation Cornm. X

Land Commission X

Dept. of Mines X

Grand River Dam
Authority X X X X X

Geological Survey X

Industrial Devel-
opment Dept. X X

Pollution Control
Coordinating
Board X X X X

Dept. of Economic
and Community
Affairs X X

Department of
Energy X X

Local and Special
purpose Districts

Master Conservancy
Districts X X

Irrigation Districts X

Weather Modification
Districts X

Rural Water Districts X X

Scenic River Carom. X X

Port Authorities X X X

Substate Planning
District X X X X



propose to recommend the direction of this reorganization but seeks to

caution the need for awareness of the consequences and benefits of any

such structural and organizational changes.



PART IV

INTERSTATE IMPACT ON THE OKLAHOMA COMPREHENSIVE WATER PLAN

There are two major areas of interstate impact on Oklahoma's plan

for water transfer from east to west. One area is the legal commitment

of the State to the four major interstate compacts in which it partici-

pates. The second, is the effect on Oklahoma's planning by the water

development activities of the surrounding states. This study seeks to

identify and assess the impact of interstate relations on Oklahoma's

plan to transfer water.

A. Interstate Compacts

Interstate compacts are formal agreements between states that require

the approval of Congress. Since the early 1900s the number of compacts

approved has increased dramatically as states have employed them for

settling disputes and promoting cooperation. Today there are over 20

15
interstate compacts involving one or more of the 19 western states.

These compacts deal principally with the apportionment or allocation of

water resources. Some interstate compacts will also include provisions

. 16 17 .
for conservation storage capaclty, flood control, and pollutlon abate-

18
rnent programs.

Compacts are sometimes used to protect the local areas from federal

action or enhance the power of the states. Also, as Glendening and

Reeves point out in their study of federalism, many compacts "result from

the activities of private economic groups with special interest in the

18
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resources involved - that is, farmers, private power producers, manufac-

19
turers and processers."

Oklahoma participates in four interstate compacts as listed below:

The Red River Compact (1978) with Arkansas, Louisiana and Texas

The Arkansas River Basin Compact (1973) with Arkansas

The Arkansas River Basin Compact (1966) with Kansas

The Canadian River Compact (1952) with New Mexico and Texas.

Three of the four compacts may have significant impact on the

Oklahoma Comprehensive Water Plan. To the north, the Arkansas River Basin

Compact with Kansas poses limitations on storage capacity rather than

percent of flow or consumptive use. Conservation storage capacity is

defined in the compact as:

that portion of the active storage capacity of
reservoirs, including multipurpose reservoirs,
with a conservation storage capacity in excess
of 100 acre feet, available for the storage of
water for subsequent use, but it excludes any
portion of the storage capacity allocated to
flood and sediment control and inactive storage
capacity allocated to other uses. 20

The compact permits Oklahoma unrestricted conservation storage

construction in the Arkansas River Basin, but places some restrictions in

the Cimarron River Subbasin within its boundaries. Analysis of the appor-

tionment scheme set up by the compact indicates that even with maximum

practical development of storage in Kansas, the impact to Oklahoma's

annual yield would be minor.

To the east, Oklahoma and Arkansas have agreed on the Arkansas River

Basin Compact. This compact apportions the waters of the Arkansas River

Basin and provides a Commission with authority to issue such appropriate,

court-enforceable 0rders as it deems necessary for the proper administration

21
of the Compact.
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The third compact, with Texas, Arkansas and Louisiana, is the Red

River Compact. Under this compact a state may use water allocated to it

in any manner it deems beneficial. The Red River is divided into five

regions from west to east. Only two of the regions are pertinent to

Oklahoma. The first is the westernmost region where annual flow within

the subbasin is apportioned 60 percent to Texas and 40 percent to Oklahoma.

Storage on Lake Texoma is apportioned at 50 percent for each state. The

second region is the southeast corner of Oklahoma and its relationship with

Arkansas. The limitation for the subbasin including the Little River and

its tributaries above Millwood Dam, is as follows:

The States of Oklahoma and Arkansas shall have
free and unrestricted use of the water of this
subbasin within their respective states, subject,
however, to the limitations that Oklahoma shall
allow a quantity of water equal to 40 percent
of the total runoff originating below the
following existing, authorized or proposed lost
downstream major damsites in Oklahoma to flow
into Arkansas:

Little River
Glover Creek
Mountain Fork

. 22
Rlver

At the present time these compacts do not present real obstacles to

water transfere However, planning requires much research and analysis as

to the long-term effects of drawing water from one region and the needs of

downstream users. In addition, consultation with the various multistate

organizations should precede any implementation of such magnitude as the

Comprehensive Water Plan.

B. Water Planning by Neighboring States

One state with very similar needs and constraints as Oklahoma is

Texas. Like Oklahoma, Texas is concerned with the rapid depletion of

ground water in the Ogallala Formation, or High Plains Region, and the
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scarcity of water resources in general in its western regions. Texas

recently created the Texas Water Import Authority in an attempt to begin

to search for sources of water to be imported to the Texas High Plains

area. Attention has focused on the eastern regions of Oklahoma and the

states of Arkansas and Louisiana as areas with large quantities of water.

Texas has indicated a need for approximately 10 million acre feet annually

and it looks to the surpluses in the east for a solution to its problem.

It is certain that any diversions by Oklahoma would endanger the possible

importation of water by Texas. Legal precedent in this area is not well

established, although federal law and federal projects can affect the

allocation of waters among states in a variety of ways, as for example,

the case of Arizona v. California (373 u.s. 546 (1963)).

The issue of diverting water across state lines or the appropriation

of water within one state for diversion across the state line for use by

a neighboring state is very complex. Many states, including Oklahoma,

have passed legislation restricting the appropriation of water in their

state for use in another state. Court decisions in-this area and the

principles recognized by the judiciary can be summarized as follows:

(1) "A water right may be acquired under the
doctrine of prior appropriation by the division
of water at a point on a stream in one state
and its application to beneficial use on lands
in another state where the stream flows in both
states. II But that:

(2) The water statutes of the states involved have
no extraterritorial effect. And that:

(3) The state in its soveriegn capacity may exercise
its authority over the waters flowing in the
streams within its borders. And it has the
right to prohibit their diversion within the
State boundaries for use outside them.

(4) Whatever power a state may have to prevent the
acquisition of an appropriative right within
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its territory for use of water in another state
cannot be exercised to the impairment of a pre
existing validly established appropriative right
of a project that overlaps the stateline. Pro
tection of such a right is secured to its holder
by the constitution of the united States. 23

In the state of Oklahoma, the law does not permit the sale or use of

the waters of the state to a person, firm, corporation or other state or

subdivision of government unless authorized by the Oklahoma Legislature.
24

Despite this fact, the State does consider the feasibility of cooperative

efforts with surrounding states for development of a regional water transfer

plan.



PART V

FEDERAL-STATE RELATIONS AND WATER TRANSFER

A water transfer plan of the magnitude proposed by the State of

Oklahoma requires a .great deal of interaction and cooperation between state

and federal agencies. The state should remain the major instrument fmr

planning, implementation and management. However, its dependence on federal

funding for both research and construction as well as regulatory control

allows for a good deal of federal input. Federal inducements with respect

to e~vironmental issues are quite powerful. The US Water Resources Council

has proposed what it considers to be major planning objectives with regard

to water resources projects. The objectives are environmental quality,

economic development, social well-being, and regional development. Although

it would be difficult to prioritize these objectives, environmental quality

is certain to have the greatest impact from a federal perspective. Several

environmental laws will have an effect on both planning and implementation.

These laws include the National Environmental Policy Act, the Federal

Water Pollution Control Act, the Clean Water Act, the Federal Water Quality

Act, Scenic Rivers Act, the Toxic Substances Control Act, the Safe Drink

ing Water Act, and the National Flood Insurance Act. Attention to environ

mental concerns will be required, despite the literal interpretation of

the National Environmental Protection Act that applies directly to federal

agency action. The extent of federal participation in the Oklahoma

transfer plan would require environmental impact statements even on

portions constructed without federal funds. The EIS would be required as

23
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long as that portion of the project would have no independent utility from

another portion funded with federal monies. Since large amounts of water

would be moved from and to federally-funded reservoirs, it would be difficult

to avoid federal requirements for environmental quality. In many cases,

the federal requirement will be that the state have primary responsibility

for enforcement or regulation of environmental standards and that federal

intervention will only be a result of state inaction or breakdown.

The federal-state relationship is at its optimum when a balance can be

struck between the regional/national development and the state-centered

sources of power which play an active role in planning and management. For

the states, the fear of restricting growth or economic development will often

mean a reluctance to adhere to stringent environmental standards.

Perhaps the best way to offset the possible conflicts that could develop

as a result of federal policy versus state and local autonomy, is a strong

commitment to cooperation in the planning stages of the project. In the

case of the Oklahoma Comprehensive Water Plan, there has been a good deal

of federal participation in 'the organization of the Plan. Such agencies

as the u.S. Army Corps of Engineers and its planning efforts on the Central

Oklahoma Project and the Bureau of Reclamation's study of the state's water

needs, are good examples of this type of participation. Other federal

agencies involved in various aspects of the water plan include the Soil

Conservation Service, the u.s. Geological Survey, the Economic Resources

Development Association and the u.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

Planning can and ought to be used as a coordinating device to aid in

accommodating national, regional, and local needs. Inter-governmental

planning processes will best be used to identify water resource needs and

uses in accordance with both federal and state policy.



CONCLUSIONS

Viewed in the context of federalism, the Oklahoma Comprehensive Water

Plan (OCWP) involves a complex network of cooperative and competitive

relations among a variety of governmental units. The competitive aspect of

inter-state relations has provided political. impetus for the OCWP, prin

cipally as a result of concern in Oklahoma that, without such a Plan,

"surplus" water now leaving Oklahoma might be pre-empted by other states,

25
such as Texas. According to a report of the Research and Reference

Division of the Oklahoma Legislative Council, "At least with the adoption of

a portion of the state plan, Oklahoma will be telling these outside entities

that we have prior claim on our water and we intend to make use of it." 26

Yet the development of a conveyance system funded, at least in part,

by Oklahoma revenues, has been identified by the Texas Water Development

Board as the most economical delivery system for the water-deficient High

Plains of Texas.
27

Indeed, parts of western Oklahoma, as well as Texas,

Colorado, New Mexico, and Kansas, are included in the High Plains Project

area. Studies sponsored by the Economic Development Administration of the

United States Department of Commerce, have considered a variety of alter-

native sources of water for the Region. Both the northern and southern

interconnected systems could facilitate importation of water from eastern

Oklahoma or Arkansas to the High Plains. Such a possibility raises the

prospect of either a new partnership among the states concerned, or inten-

sification of resistance to interbasin transfer in eastern Oklahoma, depend-

ing upon the extent to which co-operative arrangements for sharing burdens,

25
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as well as benefits, of the transfer can be devised.

The OCWP may have major potential environmental and economic consequences

for states which are present recipients of waters which are identified as

"surplus" in the Plan. Environmentalists have claimed potential damage to

marine life in the Gulf of Mexico, thus affecting fishermen and oystermen

28
along the Gulf. Environmental Impact Statements for the project should,

thus, include consideration of impacts outside the State of Oklahoma.

Implementation of the OCWP depends upon developments in other states.

The chief water administrator in Kansas in 1978 stated that, in his opinion,

the Arkansas River Basin compact of 1965 between Oklahoma and Kansas "does

not require restriction of water in Kansas to insure a certain flow into

Oklahoma.,,29 Although it has been estimated that maximum practical develop-

ment of storage in Kansas would not, by itself substantially reduce Oklahoma's

annual water yield, such development should be considered in conjunction

with other contingencies, including the compact commitment with Arkansas

requiring 40 percent of the water to flow downstream. The possible reper-

cussions of the OCWP upon legal commitments under these compacts warrants

close consultation among all signatories before a conveyance system is begun.

The successful negotiation of the Red River Compact in 1978, among

Oklahoma, Texas, Arkansas, and Louisiana has helped to define the legal

parameters of water development planning in Oklahoma. All interstate waters

of Oklahoma will, henceforth, be subject to compact allocations. Yet

Oklahoma Water Resources Board Director, James Barnett, believes that the

key to preserving water for Oklahomans lies in putting it to beneficial use

. , 30 f' I' f . 31, ff t t dw1th1n the State. The case 0 Ar1zona v. Ca 1 orn1a 1n e ec asser e

the constitutional power of the United States Congress to order interbasin

transfers of untapped surplus water among states, thereby raising the spectre

of the Oklahoma water transfer issue being settled by the fiat of the federal

government.
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The decision of the United States Supreme Court in California v.

United States,32 holding that a state may impose any condition on control,

appropriation, use or distribution of water in a federal reclamation project

which is not inconsistent with clear congressional directives, departs from

a trend toward increasing federal control over waters within state boundaries.

Yet federal authority remains pervasive and formidable. Our study has

addressed the major.planning objectives of the united States Water Resources

Council and the environmental quality requirements of the National Environ

mental Policy Act. The paramount importance of coordination with the federal

agencies concerned was stressed. Although there has been a close working

relationship between the Oklahoma Water Resources Board and those federal

agencies which have been oriented toward structural approaches to water

development (the US Army Corps of Engineers, the Bureau of Reclamation, and

the Soil Conservation Service), an adjustment to the thinking of agencies

less responsive to dams and pipelines (the US Water Resources Council, the

Council on Environmental Quality, the Fish and wilflife Service and the

Environmental Protection Agency) is essential to the success of a viable

water development plan for Oklahoma. The regional enphasis of the Economic

Development Administration may also provide hope for a Comprehensive Plan

which meets the needs of the agriculturally important interstate region of

the High Plains.

Besides analyzing the interstate and national-state aspects of the

OCWP, our study considered developments in water planning in the state sub

sequent to publication of Phase I of the Plan in 1975. Two of the most

important of these developments relate to intergovernmental relations: the

elaboration of plans for the northern interconnected system, which will

deliver water to the Oklahoma portion of the High Plains, and the determin

ation by the Corps of Engineers and the Oklahoma Water Resources Board that
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the irrigation portion of the Plan cannot qualify for federal support

under existing project criteria, which exclude secondary benefits from con

sideration. Given,the potential importance of the water to the ~gricultural

viability of the High Plains ~egion, there is some irony in these develop

ments. Unless the transfer can be accomplished i~ an interstate context,

unless an exception can be made to the rigors of the federal criteria for

purposes of High Plains development, or unless planning begins immediately to

develop all feasible nonstructural alternatives, federal efforts to preserve

the economically important interstate region may be fruitless. In any event,

the inadequacies of state borders in defining the boundaries of state water

development planning is illustrated by the Oklahoma Comprehensive Water Plan.
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